Introduction Introduction Introduction
Overlay metrology has become a cornerstone requirement which enables modern lithographic patterning.
The 2004 ITRS roadmap specifies only "precision" with the qualification that it includes tool to tool matching. A wider scope in the definition of the overlay metrology process is required which views it as part of the greater IC manufacturing process.
Metrology engineers in the litho cell use various versions of
The standard contributors to the TMU metric mentioned above do not take into account many additional, non-negligible effects on the overlay metrology budget, e.g: Today, the standard method of overlay modeling is the "double pass" method described in the adjacent flowchart.
Overlay metrology data may show significant field to field variation in the intra-field model terms.
In such cases, an opportunity exists to improve lot dispositioning or correctibles accuracy…. Lot dispositioning is based on field by field intra-field modeling.
Optical Metrology Division
Intra-field scanner correctibes may now be "field weighted", instead of a simple average.
Or a "higher order" correctibles model needs to be enabled. Some manufacturers are forced to add costly process steps because the metrology tool/target interaction is negatively impacted by CMP, deposition or etch processes.
Migration to grating structure targets increases robustness of the metrology process to process variation. 

